Hawking Video Rebroadcast

The video of Stephen Hawking at the White House celebration of the new millennium will be rebroadcast on Monday, March 23, in the SLAC auditorium as part of the regular colloquium series. Refreshments at 3:45, video at 4:15. Those who saw the video in its original broadcast on March 6 say that it is both a thought provoking and amusing look at the future of science and humanity. All are invited.

As Tax Time Looms

Lois White from our computer services offers the following web page for those who might need forms, questions answered, or electronic handholding. I'm told, however, that all that rain in February forced some people to stay indoors and so they finished their income taxes already, but if you haven't... [link]

Go to Training, SLAC Collects $200

Even though your department pays for your training programs, there is a way in which SLAC can get reimbursed from Campus up to $200 per person per quarter. The next time you attend a training program, be sure to fill out a training reimbursement request. Questions? Call Karen McClenahan at x2265.

Renew that GERT!

The BIG DATES on your ID badge reflect the expiration of your radiological safety training. While you may get a reminder letter from ES&H close to renewal time, the bottom line is that you are the person responsible for renewing your training. Letters for the first quarter renewal will be sent this month, but there's no need to wait. Look on the ES&H web pages to sign up for a class.

Area Code Change

Effective immediately, the telephone area code for Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and the City of Livermore is changed to 925. Callers may continue to use the old 510 area code for Livermore until September, after which time they will be asked to redial using the new area code.

QuickNews Available via E-mail
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